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We present the prospects for studying quantum correlated charm de-
cays at the ψ(3770) using 0.5–1.0 ab−1 of data at SuperB. The impact of
studying such double tagged decays upon measurements in other charm
environments will be discussed.
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1 Introduction
SuperB is a next-generation high-luminosity asymmetric-energy e+e− collider that
aims to collect 50 to 100 times more data than the B-Factories of the last decade,
BABAR and Belle. The center-of-mass energy for the majority of the program will be
at or near the Υ (4S) resonance with the designed peak luminosity of 1036 s−1cm−2.
The goal is to collect 75 ab−1 over five years. Additional runs are also planned at
DD threshold ψ(3770) to collect 0.5–1.0 ab−1 over a few months. SuperB’s physics
programs include, but not limited to, heavy-flavor Bu,d,s, D, and τ physics. SuperB
will be able to search for new physics at energy scale up to 10–100 TeV through
rare/forbidden decay searches, CP violation, and precision CKM matrix measure-
ments [1].
With 75 ab−1 of data near Υ (4S), O(1011) charm mesons will be created. They
come from continuum production e−e− → cc¯, as well as B decays. Many charm
analyses identify a D meson through D∗+ → D0pi+ process. Consequently the recon-
struction efficiencies are relatively low.
With 0.5 ab−1 of data at ψ(3770), one can expect approximately 1.8× 109 D0D0
and 1.5 × 109 D+D− events. This amount is more than an order of magnitude
larger than the current charm factory BESIII [4] will collect. As a JPC = 1−− state,
ψ(3770)→ DD is in a quantum entangled, anti-symmetric state. If one D decays to
state α at time t1 and the other to β at t2, the decay amplitude M is
M = 1√
2
[〈α|H|D0(t1)〉〈β|H|D0(t2)〉 − 〈β|H|D0(t2)〉〈α|H|D0(t1)〉]. (1)
A neutral meson mixing system can be described by a 2 × 2 effective Hamiltonian
with non-vanishing off-diagonal terms
i
∂
∂t
(
D0(t)
D0(t)
)
=
(
M− i
2
Γ
)(
D0(t)
D0(t)
)
. (2)
The eigenstates |D1,2〉 = p|D0〉 ± q|D0〉 satisfy
q
p
=
√
M∗12 − i2Γ∗12
M12 − i2Γ12
, |p|2 + |q|2 = 1. (3)
The eigenvalues are
λ1,2 ≡ m1,2 − i
2
Γ1,2 =
(
M − i
2
Γ
)
± q
p
(
M12 − i
2
Γ12
)
. (4)
Here we have assumed CPT conservation. The time evolution of ψ(3770) → DD →
α(t1)β(t2) system can then be expressed as
dΓ/dt ∝ (|a+|2 + |a−|2) cosh(yΓ∆t) + (|a+|2 − |a−|2) cos(xΓ∆t)
−2Re(a∗+a−) sinh(yΓ∆t) + 2Im(a∗+a−) sinh(xΓ∆t), (5)
1
where ∆t = t2−t1, a+ ≡ A¯αAβ−AαA¯β, a− ≡ − qpA¯αA¯β+ pqAαAβ, M = (M11 +M22)/2
Γ = (Γ11 + Γ22)/2, x = (m1 −m2)/Γ, and y = (Γ1 − Γ2)/(2Γ); Ax(A¯x) is the decay
amplitude of D (D) to X.
2 Charm mixing measurements
The mixing in neutral D system is expected to be very small. The short-distance
|∆F | = 2 comes from box diagrams. The diagrams with b quark in the loop is
CKM-suppressed (with Vub in the vertex), and the ones with s and d quarks are
GIM-suppressed. The long-distance contributions come from diagrams that connect
D0 and D0 through on-shell states (e.g., KK). These long-distance contributions are
expected to be O(10−3) but the theoretical calculation is difficult [3]. CP violation
induced by mixing is therefore expected very small too. Observations of large mixing
and/or CP violation are considered clear signs of new physics beyond the standard
model.
Charm mixing has been firmly established at B-factories [2] using continuum
events in the data taken near the Υ (4S) resonance. Both x and y terms are approxi-
mately 0.5%. These analyses use the charge of the soft pion from D∗+ → D0pi+ (or
its charge conjugate process) to identify the initial flavor of the D meson, and recon-
struct a final state that is accessible by both D0 and D0. The decay time distribution
for the D meson tagged by pi+ (N(t)) and pi− (N¯(t)) are
N(t) ∝
[
1 +
x2 + y2
4
|λf |2(Γt)2 + |λf |(y cos(δf + φf )− x sin(δf + φf )(Γt)
]
(6)
N¯(t) ∝
[
1 +
x2 + y2
4
|λf |−2(Γt)2 + |λf |−1(y cos(δf − φf )− x sin(δf − φf )(Γt)
]
,(7)
where xΓt, yΓt  1, λf = (qA¯f )/(pAf ), and φf = ψf + φm, where δf (ψf ) is the
relative strong (weak) phase in decay, and φm is the mixing phase arg(q/p).
The cleanest mode used in this method is D → K+pi−, which is Cabibbo-favored
in D0 decays but doubly-Cabibbo suppressed in D0 decays. One does not measure
x and y directly. Rather, the observables are rotated by the strong phase difference
δKpi:
x′ = x cos δKpi + y sin δKpi (8)
y′ = y cos δKpi − x sin δKpi. (9)
Independent measurements of strong phase difference are needed.
Strong phase differences can be measured in ψ(3770) → DD decays with a
“double-tag” technique. Due to the quantum-entangled nature of the system, when
one D decays to a CP final state, the other D is projected to the orthogonal state,
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which is a linear combination of D0 and D0, and its decay branching fraction is sensi-
tive to the relative strong phase of D0 → f and D0 → f . For example, for f = K−pi+,
the effective branching fraction of the double-tag event is [5],
FS±,K−pi+ ' BS±BK−pi+(1± 2r cos δKpi +RWS + y), (10)
where BS± and BK−pi+ are the branching fractions of D0 decaying to CP± and K−pi+
final states, respectively, 〈K+pi−|D0〉/〈K+pi−|D0〉 = re−iδKpi , and RM is the wrong-
sign total decay rate ratio, RM ≡ Γ(D0 → K−pi+)/Γ(D0 → K−pi+) = r2 + ry′ +
(x2 + y2)/2. CLEO-c [5] has demonstrated this technique with 281 pb−1 of data and
obtained δKpi = (22
+11+ 9
−12−11)
◦ or [−7◦,+61◦] interval at 95% confidence level.
Another powerful method of measuring D0-D0 mixing is using a time-dependent
Dalitz-plot analysis with three-body decays. With this method, one can avoid strong
phase ambiguity and resolve x and y by exploiting strong phase variation and in-
terferences of resonances on the Dalitz plot. The most power mode of this kind is
D0 → K0Spi+pi−. The time-dependent decay amplitude of a state created as D0 or D0
at t = 0 can be expressed as [6],
M(s12, s13, t) = AD(s12, s13)e1(t) + e2(t)
2
+
q
p
A¯D(s12, s13)
e1(t)− e2(t)
2
, (11)
M¯(s12, s13, t) = A¯D(s12, s13)e1(t) + e2(t)
2
+
p
q
AD(s12, s13)
e1(t)− e2(t)
2
, (12)
where AD (A¯D) is the decay amplitude of D
0 (D0) as a function of invariant mass
squared s12 ≡ m2− = (pK0S + ppi−)2, s13 ≡ m2+ = (pK0S + ppi+)2, and e1,2(t) =
exp[−i(m1,2 − iΓ1,2/2)t]. Using this method, Belle [7] and BABAR [8] measured
x = (0.80±0.29+0.09+0.10−0.07−0.14)%, y = (0.33±0.24+0.08+0.06−0.12−0.08)%, and x = (0.16±0.23±0.12±
0.8)%, y = (0.57±0.20±0.13±0.07)%, respectively, where the first uncertainties are
statistical, the second are systematic, and the third are Dalitz plot model uncertainty.
With 75 ab−1 of at Υ (4S) at SuperB, the statistical uncertainty can be reduced by
a factor of 10. Since major systematic uncertainties are in fact statistical in nature,
estimated from data control samples and simulated events, they will also be improved
with more data. However, the Dalitz plot model uncertainty may not improve much
without other input; it will become the dominant uncertainty at SuperB [1].
To avoid Dalitz plot model dependence, Giri et al [9] proposed a method, origi-
nally for measuring the CKM angle γ in B+ → D[K0Spi+pi−]K+ decays using time-
dependent Dalitz plot analysis. In this method, the Dalitz plot phase space is divided
into N pairs of bins; two bins in each pair is mirror-symmetric about the line s12 = s13
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the Dalitz plane. One then can define
ci ≡
∫
i
dpA12,13A13,12 cos(δ12,13 − δ13,12), (13)
si ≡
∫
i
dpA12,13A13,12 sin(δ12,13 − δ13,12), (14)
Ti ≡
∫
i
dpA212,13, (15)
where δ1j,1k ≡ δ(s1j, s1k), and A1j,1k is the magnitude of the D decay amplitude
AD(s1j, s1k) = A1j,1k exp(iδ1j,1k). The integral is over the phase space of the bin i.
Here we have used the fact that AD(s12, s13) = A¯D(s13, s12). The ci and si contain
unknown strong phase difference δ12,13 − δ13,12, and thus unknown, but Ti can be
measured with flavor tagged D0 decays. For mirror bins, i and i¯, ci = ci¯ and si = −si¯.
With charm mixing, the number of events in bin i at time t is [10]
T ′i (t) ∝ e−Γt[Ti +
√
TiTi¯(ciy + six)Γt+O((x2 + y2)(Γt)2)]. (16)
One can fit all bins simultaneously to extract mixing parameters (x, y) if (si, ci) are
known.
Again, using entangled ψ(3770) → DD, one can measure si and ci. If one D
decays into a CP eigenstate, the other D is in an orthogonal state. We denote these
two states as D0± ≡ (D0 ±D0)/
√
(2). The amplitude and partial decay width of the
second D can be written as [9]
A(D0± → K0S(p1)pi−(p2)pi+(p3)) =
1√
2
(AD(s12, s13)± AD(s13, s12)),
dΓ(D0± → K0S(p1)pi−(p2)pi+(p3)) =
1
2
(A212,13 + A
2
13,12)± A12,13A13,12 cos(δ12,13 − δ13,12)dp, (17)
where pi in parentheses are the momentum of the corresponding particle. We can
then measure ci using
ci =
1
2
[∫
i
dΓ(D0+ → K0S(p1)pi−(p2)pi+(p3))−
∫
i
dΓ(D0− → K0S(p1)pi−(p2)pi+(p3))
]
.
(18)
If we can bin the Dalitz plot so that ci and si are nearly constant in each bin, (ci, si)
can be determined with high precision
ci =
∑
j
cj =
∑
j
AjAj¯ cos(δj − δj¯)∆pj =
∑
j
√
TjTj¯ cos(δj − δj¯), (19)
si =
∑
j
√
TjTj¯ sin(δj − δj¯) =
∑
j
±
√
TjTj¯ − c2j . (20)
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Fit x× 103 y × 103 δ◦K+pi− δ◦K+pi−pi0
(a) 3.01+3.12−3.39 10.10
+1.69
−1.72 41.3
+22.0
−24.0 43.8± 26.4
Stat. (2.76) (1.36) (18.8) (22.4)
(b) xxx+0.72−0.75 xxx± 0.19 xxx+3.7−3.4 xxx+4.6−4.5
Stat. (0.18) (0.11) (1.3) (2.9)
(c) xxx± 0.42 xxx± 0.17 xxx± 2.2 xxx+3.3−3.4
Stat. (0.18) (0.11) (1.3) (2.7)
(d) xxx± 0.20 xxx± 0.12 xxx± 1.0 xxx± 1.1
Stat. (0.17) (0.10) (0.9) (1.1)
Table 1: D0-D0 mixing parameters (x, y) and strong phases obtained from χ2 fits to
observables obtained either from BABAR or from their projections to SuperB. Fit a)
is for 482 fb−1 from BABAR alone and this is scaled up in b) to 75 ab−1 at Υ (4S) for
SuperB. Fit c) includes strong phase information projected to come from a BES III
run at DD¯ threshold, and d) is what would be possible from a 500 fb−1 DD¯ threshold
run at SuperB. The uncertainties due to statistical limitation alone are shown below
each fit result.
CLEO-c [11, 12] measured si and ci for D → K0Spi+pi− and D → K0SK+K− with
818 pb−1 of data on ψ(3770) resonance. They also estimated the impact on the
measurement of the CKM angle γ. They found their si and ci are consistent with
that calculated from the Dalitz plot model used in BABAR analysis, and the reduction
of Dalitz plot model dependence is substantial.
3 Projected precisions in SuperB era
In SuperB’s physics reach studies [1], the expected precisions in D0-D0 mixing param-
eters in various scenarios on the SuperB time scale are estimated. First the results
from BABAR’s 482 fb−1 are extrapolated to SuperB’s target of 75 ab−1 near Υ (4S),
without any independent inputs of strong phase measurements. Then the improve-
ment due to better precision in strong phase measurements using DD threshold data
are estimated, first from the forthcoming BESIII runs and from SuperB plan (0.5 ab−1
integrated luminosity).
The results, including current average values from BABAR, are summarize in Ta-
ble 1, and the corresponding confidence regions are shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: The confidence regions of D0-D0 mixing parameters (x, y) in various
scenarios described in the text and in Table 1. Shaded areas indicate the cover-
age of measured observables lying within their 68.3% confidence region. Contours
enclosing 68.3% (1σ), 95.45% (2σ), 99.73% (3σ), 99.994% (4σ) and 1 − 5.7 × 10−7
two-dimensional confidence regions from the χ2 fit to these results are drawn as solid
lines.
4 Time-dependent CP asymmetry
Using coherent ψ(3770)→ D0D0 decays, one can perform time-dependent CP asym-
metry studies analogous to Υ (4S) → B0B0 in B-factories. If a neutral D meson
decays to a final state at t1 that can identify the sign of its c-quark, e.g., lepton
charge in semileptonic decays, the other D meson must be in an orthogonal state,
i.e., the opposite flavor to the first D. The time-dependent decay rate of the second
D meson into a CP eigenstate can be derived from Eq. 5:
A(∆t) =
Γ(∆t)− Γ(∆t)
Γ(∆t) + Γ(∆t)
= 2eyΓ∆t
(|λf |2 − 1) cos(xΓ∆t) + 2Imλf sin(xΓ∆t)
(1 + |λf |2)(1 + e2yΓ∆t) + 2(1− e2yΓ∆t)Reλf , (21)
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B. Correlated production of neutral mesons
Neutral K, D, or B mesons are produced in correlated
pairs in eþe" collections with center of mass energies
corresponding to the !, c ð3770Þ, or !ð4SÞ resonances,
respectively. The time-dependence of such mesons is com-
plicated by the issue that the pairs of neutral mesons are
produced in a coherent wave function consisting of exactly
one jP0i and one j "P0i state until one of the mesons decays
and the correlated wave function collapses. At that point in
time t1, the second P meson starts to oscillate with mixing
frequency #M, until eventually this also decays at some
later time t2. The time-difference #t between these two
meson decays replaces the variable t used to describe the
evolution of uncorrelated mesons. The sign of #t is taken
to be the difference between the decay time of a meson into
a CP eigenstate minus that of the decay into a flavor
specific final state (See Sec. IV). Hence, events where the
CP eigenstate decay is the second one to occur have
positive values of #t, and those where the CP eigenstate
decay occurs first have negative values of #t.
The corresponding time-dependence is given by
$ðP0 ! fÞ / e"$1j#tj
!
hþ
2
þ Reð"fÞ
1þ j"fj2 h" þ e
#$#t=2
"
1" j"fj2
1þ j"fj2 cos#M#t"
2Imð"fÞ
1þ j"fj2 sin#M#t
#$
; (33)
$ð "P0 ! fÞ / e"$1j#tj
!
hþ
2
þ Reð"fÞ
1þ j"fj2 h" þ e
#$#t=2
"
" 1" j"fj
2
1þ j"fj2 cos#M#tþ
2Imð"fÞ
1þ j"fj2 sin#M#t
#$
; (34)
where
h% ¼ 1% e#$#t: (35)
Hence, the time-dependent CP asymmetry becomes
A ð#tÞ¼
"$ð#tÞ"$ð#tÞ
"$ð#tÞþ$ð#tÞ
¼2e#$#t=2ðj"fj
2"1Þcos#M#tþ2Im"fsin#M#t
ð1þj"fj2Þhþþ2h"Re"f
(36)
and is similar to that for uncorrelated P0 production. In this
case, however, at #t ¼ 0, the two P’s are completely
correlated3 so that the decay of either one is ‘‘filtered’’
by the decay mode of the other. When #$ ¼ 0, hþ ¼ 2,
and h" ¼ 0.
For charm decays, the measured parameters normally
used are x and y (or a pair of variables related to x and y by
a simple rotation), where
x ¼ #M
$
; and y ¼ #$
2$
: (37)
Current experimental constraints [4] give x' 0:005 and
y' 0:01. In order to illustrate Eq. (36), the distribution
Að#tÞ for D0 decays assuming Re"f ¼ Im"f ¼ 1=
ffiffiffi
2
p
is
shown in Fig. 2 using x ¼ 0:005 and y ¼ 0:01 [4]. It is
clear from this illustration that oscillations in the charm
sector are slow compared with those from Bd or Bs decays,
and the CP asymmetry varies almost linearly with #t.
While an asymmetry is observable, one will require large
statistics to be accumulated in order to make a nontrivial
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FIG. 2 (color online). Distribution of Að#tÞ for D0 mesons
with (top) Re"f ¼ Im"f ¼ 1=
ffiffiffi
2
p
and CP ¼ þ1 and (bottom)
the expected asymmetry for CP ¼ "1 decay with the same
value of "f. These distributions assume q=p ¼ 1, and the solid
(dashed) line corresponds to y ¼ 0:01 (0.00). For Bd decays, 1.5
full sinusoidal oscillations are observed in the time interval
presented here.
3E.g., if the first decays to a CP ¼ "1 eigenstate then, at #t ¼
0, the other has CP ¼ þ1 and no odd-CP components will
appear in its own decay.
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Figure 2: Distribution of time-dependent CP asymmetry for D0 mesons with Reλf =
Imλf = 1/
√
2 and CP = −1. These distributions assume q/p = 1 and the solid
(dashed) line corresponds to y = 0.01(0.00).
where ∆t = t2 − t1, and λf = (qA¯f )/(pAf ).
Measuring time-dependent CP asymmetry in D0-D0 system is much more difficult
than in B0-B0 system. The reason is that charm mixing rate is very small; both x
and y are O(1%) for D0-D0, whereas x ∼ O(1) for B0-B0. This effect is illustrated in
Fig. 2 [13], in which one can see that even with a large CP -violating phase (arg(λf ) =
pi/4) the CP asymmetry is only a few percent within |∆t| < 10 ps (more than 20
times the D0 lifetime). In contrast, within the same ∆t range, the CP asymmetry for
B0 meson exhibits 1.5 full sinusoidal oscillations already.
At SuperB, the design beam spot is much smaller (σx ∼ 8 µm, σy ∼ 40 nm,
σz ∼ 200 µm) than that in BABAR. This makes fitting for the primary vertex possible
(and meaningful) even if no charged tracks originating from the primary vertex. As
illustrated in Fig. 3, the charm mesons from ψ(3770) decay fly away from the primary
vertex for O(100 µm), depending on the center-of-mass frame boost. One can perform
a beam-spot constraint fit on the ψ(3770) → DD system to simultaneously fit for
both flight lengths (L1 and L2) and convert them to decay times. At near Υ (4S), one
studies charm physics using continuum data; the soft pion from D∗ decays are used
to identify the initial flavor of the charm meson.
SuperB has conducted studies to evaluate the sensitivities to mixing parameters
(x, y) and CP -violating parameters q/p using 0.5 ab−1 of DD threshold data alone
and compared that with using 75 ab−1 of data near Υ (4S). The preliminary results
that used several two-body charm decays with various combination of CP/flavor-tags
shows that the uncertainties with ψ(3770) data are about six times larger than those
with Υ (4S) data. On this topic along, 0.5 ab−1 of DD threshold data is clearly not as
7
? The flight lengths of the two Ds are reconstructed through a combined beam 
spot constrained vertex fit 
? Proper times are computed from the flight lengths and the D momenta 
!"#$%&"'$#($)"
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FastSim studies: ?t reconstruction 
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L2
!(3770) ~!(4S) D reco vertex
soft "
D∗+ → D0π+ tag
Figure 3: SuperB
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Figure 3: Illustrations of charm meson reconstructions with beam spot at SuperB for
(left) ψ(3770)→ DD events and for (right) continuum events near Υ (4S).
competitive as Υ (4S) data. However, one should be reminded that the former only
requires a few months of data taking, while the latter will take five years according
to the plan.
5 Summary
The precision of charm mixing measurements will be limited by the uncertainties of
strong phases and Dalitz plot model by the time SuperB collected its targeted data
near Υ (4S). One can mitigate this situation by utilizing the quantum correlation
of charm decays in ψ(3770) → DD with BESIII data. With a months-long run at
DD threshold at SuperB, it is possible to improve the precision by another factor
of two. With a boost of the center-of-mass frame, time-dependent CP asymmetry
measurements can also be performed in ψ(3770)→ DD data, but the precision is not
as competitive as the much larger Υ (4S) data.
Finally, not discussed in this paper but worth noting here, charm threshold data
have advantages to Υ (4S) data in several areas due to the low background and the
fact that the whole event can be fully reconstructed (double tag), in addition to
the quantum correlation. These areas include rare decays (D0 → γγ, µµ(X), etc.),
leptonic/semileptonic charm decays, form factor measurements, CPT violation, CP
violation in D → V γ that probes chromomagnetic dipole operator [14], and others.
It certainly adds to the breadth of SuperB physics programs.
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